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FAREWELL TO READING’S OLDEST PRINTER – COX & WYMAN
Bob Haskins, Graham Smith and Jo Alexander-Jones
The printing firm of Cox & Wyman Ltd had a key site located in Cardiff Road, Reading and was the largest
dedicated paperback producer in UK at the turn of the millennium, but by 2015 the site was closed and February
2020 sees the buildings being demolished. Before the demolition firms moved in members of BIAG were part of a
small party allowed in to photograph the site for posterity. Below is a summary of the Company’s over 200-year
history and photographs taken from the visit.
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The company, later known as Cox & Wyman Ltd, started as an enterprise on 19 February 1777 when the founder
Edward Cox was made ‘Printer to the East India Company’ operating out of Queen Street in London. While
continuing to work with the East India Company the firm changed name and ownership a number of times. In 1798
it became Cox and Son, then in 1803 Cox, Son & Baylis and just Cox & Baylis by 1811. When Edward Cox died
his son took over forming John Lewis Cox and Son in 1832 and then in 1853 with John Lewis’ two sons, John and
Henry, in charge after his retirement the firm went in to partnership with Charles Wyman. Wyman had been with
the company since 1840 and the partnership became Cox Bros. & Wyman.
By 1858, after financial complications the Cox family ceased to be associated with the Company and Wyman took
sole control changing the name to Cox & Wyman and later Wyman & Sons. At this time their premises boasted
just one double demy Napier printing machine but Wyman increased resources to support the relationship with the
East India Company which continued until their printing needs were transfer to the Crown later in the 1850s.
In 1889 Charles Wyman the younger became seriously ill and Wyman & Sons was amalgamated with Macrae,
Curtice & Co Ltd to form the Hansard Printing and Publishing Union Ltd. Henry Burt became the Managing
Director of the new company and Edward Wyman was put in charge of managing the Wyman assets. When this
new company failed due to the financial activities of the owner, Horatio Bottomley, Burt and Wyman were able to
start a new limited liability company based on the original Wyman assets which they called Wyman & Sons Ltd.
Henry Burt became the Managing Director and Edward Wyman initially retained an interest but within a year he
was no longer associated with the company. Henry Burt was now the sole controlling force in the company and his
policy was to build up the technical resources and gain government and railway contracts. 1893 saw him obtain
the lucrative Great Western Railway contract and as a result he purchased 12 linotype composing machines, five
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Wharfdale printing presses, installed an electrotyping plant and started sending his keyboard operators to Linotype
school. The company also won the contract for producing parliamentary debates in 1897.
In 1901 a decision was made to acquire a new site in the Caversham Road area of Reading. Building started in
April 1901 and was finished by November when over 3,000 tons of machinery was moved in. Much of the
machinery was sent by rail, but barges on the Thames and the Kennet & Avon Canal were used to transport the
standing forms, lithographic stones and type cases. The watery journey took three days.
Much of the London work was transferred to Reading; however the town also provided new work through Huntley
& Palmers, local government and public services contracts. The Reading site employed a high proportion of
women for this era and this industry, not only in the traditional areas of finishing, but also on lithographic machine
operation and in the composing room.
By 1907 the Company held contracts for over a 1000 railway stations, principally associated with the Great
Western Railway. These would include producing railway timetables, enamel station plates, pictorial adverts and
general advertising. They also held bookstall contracts for the Great Western, the London & North Western, North
London and Bakerloo railways, many of which they had won from W H Smith’s.
As well as the railway work, much of the Reading site was laid out for magazine and periodical printing using
rotary machinery specially built for producing half-tone illustration at high speed. The site also had the largest
installation of monotype composing machines in England to be used for book printing.
The Reading site first appears on the 1913 OS map and this first building would have comprised the four southernmost pitched single-storey workshop bays that were visible from Addison Road (see above). The design of the
façade was of a high quality with yellow brick dressed with terracotta pilasters and tiled banding and each bay then
topped with an ornamental terracotta finial. It is thought that the materials were provided by S. & E. Collier Ltd, a
local brick and tile work manufacturer. The interior comprised a large steel trussed structure with roofing partly
glazed to increase the internal lighting, shown here in 1908 and in 2020.

To the east of main workshop building towards Cardiff Road a short, pitched, brick structure was built to house the
reams of paper needed for the printing. Along the north aspect of Addison Road was a small two-storey red brick
building which was for stabling.

The company survived WWI and by 1919 they could report a profit of £40,253. They carried on in similar style until
in 1930 the Great Western Railway decided to take its advertising and printing in-house which made a big dent in
company profits. To fill the void the company acquired retail news agencies around London and by WWII Wyman
& Sons was more recognised as a newsagent than a printer.
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The 1930s saw the site expand towards Meadow Road with the addition of two new bays. The sixth bay lacks the
terracotta pilaster of the other bays instead having brick and may have been added later then the fifth.

After the war the company acquired small retail newsagents, stationers and booksellers along the Great Western
Railway lines. In 1959 John Menzies & Co Ltd, who had a virtual monopoly of newspaper distribution in Scotland,
made an offer for Wyman & Sons to gain a foothold in England. As part of the deal they offered Eric Burt, the son
of Henry, an option to buy out the printing assets of the company. What Burt couldn’t retain was the name Wyman
& Sons, so he resurrected the name Cox & Wyman Ltd after a hundred year lapse.
By 1971 there were 37 million paperback books per year
being produced for the seven leading British publishers,
which comprised an average weekly production of 30 titles
and a daily delivery of books to publishers of around 30
tons. To achieve these high production rates the process
became highly mechanised.
On receipt of the manuscript they would calculate the
number of printed pages it would require and once costs
were agreed with the publisher the text was set by
keyboard operators who produce punched tape from
special perforated keyboards. The tape would contain
codes for the letters, spaces and punctuation and would
then be processed by a computer into a new tape for the
typecasting machines. This computer processing would add the information needed by the caster to ensure that
the lines on a page were justified and that hyphenated words were correctly handled. Where the book layout was
especially complicated then the casting was still done manually. Once the type was set it was manually checked
before a Bakelite mould was made and from this a flexible plastic printing plate produced. The flexible plate
allowed the type to be wrapped around the printing cylinders of the rotary press. The four web-fed rotary
letterpress machines they purchased could print and fold 64 pages at once and would run at about 16,000 copies
per hour. Later the presses were upgraded to produce 25,000 copies per hour. Once printed, the folded sections
were transferred to the bindery where there were two fully automatic binding lines. Sections were placed in
separate hoppers in the gathering machine to make the full book. The binder then sawed off the fold at the spine
and added adhesive and the already printed covers. Finally the books, which were bound in pairs, were separated
by a band saw and trimmed.
The 1971 OS map of the area shows the site now filling the space
between Addison Road and Milford Road, with the main entrance moved
from the east side to the south side on Cardiff Road. The new entrance
was a two-storey brick structure with stone capped parapet and flat roof.
By 1999 CPI Cox & Wyman Ltd was the largest dedicated paperback
producer in UK with sales of £12 million per year. However, six years later,
in 2015, despite a large earlier investment in equipment of over £500,000
the contract with its main paperback client, Penguin Random House, was
lost bringing the company insurmountable financial problems leading it to
th
be voluntarily dissolved on 25 August 2015.
Until their final days Cox & Wyman in Reading continued to focus on paperback production and was producing
around 50 million books per year. It had most of the principle UK publishers as customers and was one of three
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major mass production book printers in the country. They covered a wide subject range, but may be best
remembered for printing every copy of E. L. James’ Fifty Shade of Grey and after the 1960 trial of the publication
of D. H. Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley’s Lover quickly producing an extra 300,000 copies to meet demand.
Having sat dormant for a few years Reading Borough Council gave permission in 2018 for the site to be
converted into 96 flats and houses. The site had never been recognised as a heritage asset, either nationally or
locally, and the Heritage Statement produced in 2017 stated that “the historic development and current condition
of the former Cox & Wyman publishing works has identified that some elements of the site hold low heritage
significance, while there is otherwise considerable evidence of historic alteration, expansion, and later stripping out
of historic machinery and other evidential features”. This meant that there was no heritage-based reason given to
preserve the site, although we understand that some of the original finials are to be included in the new
developments design. Hence the bulldozers arrived in February 2020 and the site is starting on a new history.
A longer version of this article is on the BIAG website at http://biag.org.uk/cox-and-wyman/

Sources and credits:











Cox & Wyman Ltd: A Company History by James Moran. Publ. Cox & Wyman 1977
Made and printed in Great Britain by … an introduction to the printing and book binding services available from Cox &
Wyman Ltd. Publ. Cox & Wyman 1977
nd
Paperback production methods at Reading – The Reading Evening Post (2 August 1972)
Union fears over sale of book firm - The Reading Evening Post (11th August 1999)
Phenomenon – The Reading Chronicle (12th February 2015)
Historic printing factory to close – The Reading Chronicle (29th January 2015)
Heritage Statement - Former Cox & Wyman Works, Cardiff Road, Reading, RG1 8EX by Iceni Projects Limited on
behalf of Thames Properties Ltd (October 2017)
Cox & Wyman demolition expected to start in November – Bell Tower Community Association https://belltower.org.uk/cox-wyman-demolition-expected-to-start-in-november/
Reading Borough Council Planning Application 171814 Cox & Wyman Ltd Cardiff Road Reading RG1 8EX
http://planning.reading.gov.uk/fastweb_PL/detail.asp?AltRef=171814
Companies House – CPI Cox & Wyman https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/03705748

DISTURBING NUMERACY FAILINGS
Jack Fuller
This is a headline I never expect to find in the quality newspaper I read. I have sent letters to them on more than
one occasion but they have never been published. Let me explain.
I have long been saddened when reading the newspaper or watching television, at the inability of a large
proportion of contributors to differentiate between as much/many as and more than. The BBC is particularly guilty.
Almost invariably these people do not mean what they say.
I have composed a few examples by way of illustration:
- The number of people playing bowls has increased 5 fold in the last 4 years from 1000 to 5000.
A 5 fold increase would mean that the number would be 6000.
There are actually 5 times as many.
- The motorist had 240mg of alcohol in his blood, 3 times over the legal limit of 80mg.
3 times over the limit would mean 320mg.
I think that the little “fairy tale” I have written below encapsulates the examples above.
With 2 friends I was discussing our visits to the local town.
I said I had been only once.
Tom said he had been 3 times or 3 times as many as me.
Jane said she had been 4 times or 3 times more than me.
I hope I have failed to confuse you!
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WESTONZOYLAND PUMPING STATION
John Joyes

The marshes of the Somerset Levels extend to about 250 square miles. Around 1100 the land was owned by
Glastonbury Abbey; the monks installed many drains and embankments to extend the period of time the land was
th
dry enough for grazing. However, with much of the land below sea level at high tide, it had to wait until the 19
century before effective drainage by pumping became available, and in 1830 an Act of Parliament was granted for
improving the land around several parishes in Somerset.
The first pumping station was erected at Westonzoyland in 1830 with a beam engine driving a scoop wheel to lift
water into the River Parrett. However land shrinkage eventually left the scoop wheel dry and the entire installation
was replaced in 1861 with the Easton Amos land drainage machine which remains in situ and is still working under
steam to this day. It went out of use in the 1950s when the adjacent diesel pump entered service and the last
resident engine attendant left, but was preserved by the enthusiasm of local volunteers. There were once about
seven similar pumping stations draining the area, but this is the only one remaining. In view of its uniqueness, this
site has just received to Grade 1 listing.
This engine has two cylinders of 20 inch bore running at about 50psi, driving a horizontal shaft with a flywheel
about eight feet diameter, and a bevel gear driving a vertical shaft with a centrifugal impeller at the bottom of a
well. The engine developed about 90HP and the impeller lifted about 100 tons of water per minute about six feet,
when the water flowed through a pair of “V” gates into the river. Sadly, the well is no longer connected to the river
and the well is pretty much empty, but at least this allows today’s visitors to see the impeller splashing about in a
modest amount of water at the bottom of the well.
The boiler was replaced in 1914 but this is no longer serviceable; presently steam is raised by a large Robey
portable agricultural engine, only capable of running the pumping engine for short periods!
But this is not the only item of interest on this site. It has become a collecting point for all types of engines from the
area, some diesel, but mostly steam, turbines as well as pistons, made for every conceivable application from
winching railway wagons to milk bottle washing, and for every conceivable industry. And nearly all connected to
live steam and restored to working condition by dedicated volunteers. This really is “my” sort of museum – the
“elfansafety” brigade haven’t yet found it and enclosed everything in glass cases – you can smell the grease and
feel the heat – and the vast rotating masses. Many of the machines look like they would have done in their working
lives – not all polished brass and varnished mahogany, but many still dirty and black and covered in grime. And
everywhere stacked high with bits and pieces of engines and machinery, either work-in-progress or awaiting the
attention of the volunteers, overflowing into sheds of varying states of ramshackle around the original pumping
station buildings.
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The Easton Amos
Pumping Machine (left)

The Robey Portable
engine used for raising
steam (right)

A nice locally-made
horizontal engine formerly
used in a brewery (left)

This photograph
demonstrates what
pumping does for ground
shrinkage! (right)

Of course they have a smart new café, and the almost-obligatory narrow gauge railway to attract the young
families, but this remains a wonderful place.
Back in 2016, I found my “15 minutes of fame”
appearing in the magazine of the Westonzoyland
Pumping Station Museum for being the first visitor
to fly in for one of their open-day events.
Afterwards, I took some aerial photos which they
published in their magazine. They said they
sounded their steam whistles for me when I was
overhead, so with the nice weather over Easter, I
decided it was time for a return visit. It will not be
the last!
This aerial photo is of the pumping station taken in 2016. The “modern” (1951) diesel pumping station is the small
building bottom left. Find them at www.wzlet.org, and pay them a visit.

BEYOND OUR BORDER: NUMBER 12 – ETRURIA, STOKE-UPON-TRENT 1
Bob Haskins
2

A twenty-minute walk from Stoke-upon-Trent railway station northwards along the towpath of the Trent & Mersey
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Canal brings you to the Hanley suburb of Etruria. Exit the station and turn right heading to Leek Road (A52), turn
right at the junction, under the low main line railway bridge (3.1m) and drop down onto the towpath just before
crossing the A500 Queensway. You are now on the Trent & Mersey Canal that runs for 93 ½ miles from Shardlow
in Derbyshire to Preston Brook in Cheshire. It opened in 1777. On your way you pass Stoke Bottom Lock (36),
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Cockshute’s Lock (37), Ridgway’s Lock (38), Johnson’s Lock (39) and on your right just before Top or Junction
Lock (40) is Jesse Shirley’s Etruscan Bone and Flint Mill erected in 1857. This building is the home of the world’s
only operational steam powered potters’ mill and is Grade II listed. The mill is now incorporated into the Etruria
Industrial Museum complex alongside the Canal & River Trust workshops. See www.etruriamuseum.org.uk/ for
opening times and dates.

Photograph 12.1 Top/Junction Lock (40) Etruria (SJ871469)
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At the Top Lock is the junction of the Trent & Mersey Canal with the Caldon Canal arm to Froghall and the
limestone quarries at Cauldon Low. It opened in 1779. Heading north on the main line is an 8 ½ km lock free
pound to Red Bull Top Lock (41) at Hardings Wood Junction in Kidsgrove. You’ll need to either walk over or travel
5
through the 2,675 ½ metre Harecastle Tunnel to reach this lock. At the Top Lock work your way behind the Canal
& River Trust area workshops down to the Caldon Canal and look across to the statue of James Brindley (1716 –
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1772) who built the canal but never saw the opening as he’d died five years earlier. On the death of Brindley, the
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surveying of the canal was taken over by Hugh Henshall (1734-1816) .

Photograph 12.2 Etruria Junction showing the Caldon Canal on the left and the main line going south on the right

Photograph 12.4 (above) James Brindley looking over the
Caldon arm of the Trent & Mersey Canal (SJ871469)
Photograph 12.3 (left) Etruria Junction showing the main line
heading north towards Harecastle Tunnel
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Pass the curving footbridge that leads to the industrial museum car park and walk to the two staircase Bedford
Street locks (1&2) with a total rise of 6m (19’ 3”). When I visited in early February the local Canal & River Trust
were holding a series of open days allowing the public to access and view the lock chambers whilst they carried
our brick and stonework repairs and the replacement of a gate.

Photograph 12.5 Lock 1 Caldon Canal

Photograph 12.6 Lock 2 Caldon Canal

Return to the main line of the canal and continue to walk north to Etruria Road (A53). At this point walk up to the
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road and cross to look over the barrier to view the Grade II* listed 1769 Round House . This is the only remaining
building of the Josiah Wedgwood pottery factory that bordered the canal.

Photograph 12.7 The Round House (SJ869473)

Photograph 12.8 Etruria Hall (SJ869477)
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Rejoin the towpath to view the new maria built with the opening of the 1986 Festival Garden and just a few
9
hundred meters further north to view the Grade II listed Etruria Hall built as the home of Josiah Wedgwood and
his family, now a Best Western hotel.
On your walk back to the station you may like to stop at the award winning Holy Inadequate pub in Etruria Old
Road for a pie and pint. They offer an excellent range of real ales with a pie … a pork pie!
Stoke-on-Trent is rich in industrial remains and you could spend a lifetime studying the area and never be tired. If
you would like to study further I recommend you read the following report http://webapps.stoke.gov.uk/uploadedfiles/Trent%20and%20Mersey%20Canal%20CAA%202011.pdf
This is an outing that can be made comfortably in a day with opportunities to linger, spend time in the industrial
museum and enjoy a drink before departing for home.
Notes
1. Stoke-upon-Trent is the town that amalgamated with Burslem, Fenton, Hanley, Longton and Tunstall to form the county
borough of Stoke-on-Trent in 1910 and to become the City of Stoke-on-Trent in 1925.
2. See BIAG Newsletter 44 Winter 2018, Beyond our Border: Number 5 Winton Square.
3. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trent_and_Mersey_Canal
4. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caldon_Canal
5. See BIAG Newsletter 42 Summer 2017, Beyond our Border: Number 1 Harecastle Tunnels.
6. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Brindley
7. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hugh_Henshall
8. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1291071
9. https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1195817

OLD INDUSTRIES IN KENT AND EAST SUSSEX
Christopher Ames
We had a short holiday in Kent last October, the prime reason was to attend our nephew's wedding, at the old
Turkey Mill site in Maidstone, where James Whatman originated and developed wove paper.
Many of the old mill buildings still exist, now converted for modern
industrial and commercial use. The wedding was held in the Orangery,
a newish building on the site which faces onto the landscaped mill
1
pond and leats which powered the beaters etc. of the old mill.
Paper was made by hand until the early 1800s when the first paper
making machines were developed. Prior to James Whatman's
invention, paper was made on hand moulds with facings of laid
construction; a series of parallel wires were stitched to thin wooden
bearers in an overall frame. Rag fibres deposited onto the wires from suspension in water formed the wet paper
sheet. When transferred from the mould onto felts (couching), pressed and dried the sheet exhibited a ribbed
appearance known as a laid watermark. In the mid-1700s James Whatman developed a woven wire mesh to
replace the laid wires and this improved the smoothness and appearance of the resulting paper, known as wove
paper. Wove paper became sought by printers and artists as, e.g. it allowed a more uniform wash in watercolour.
The invention also permitted the development of multi-tone watermarks since instead of using just wire forms
stitched to the surface of the mould to make a highlight, the wove mesh could be embossed to provide both
highlight and shadow watermarks, e.g. as seen in portrait watermarks on banknote paper. Woven mesh facings
became the standard throughout the paper industry, particularly once paper making machines were developed.
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Bordering the site is the Maidstone East to Ashford railway line on an embankment and viaduct, the viaduct was at
2
one time covered by a roof to prevent smuts from hard working locomotives from soiling paper in the drying lofts.
The roof was removed, probably in the 1950s or 1960s, but the high walls of the viaduct remained until cut down
to improve clearances when the route was upgraded as part of the Eurostar diversionary route.
At Broadstairs there are still visible some remains of the lower station of the funicular lift which was mainly
tunnelled down through the cliff.
Later in the holiday we visited Rye, and Rye Harbour which is now quite a way from the town due to the silting of
the river Rother. The road to Rye Harbour parallels the course of the branch-line which served the harbour off the
Hastings to Ashford line. Part way along the road is the premises of Solvent Resource Management Ltd, who
recover and recycle waste solvents, an unexpected
industry for the area, however, investigation on the
3
web shows that there is a historical involvement in the
chemical industry on this site, as there was a chemical
works here in the 1930s; and an aerial photo shows
rectangular tar tank railway wagons on the siding. The
whole area is underlain by shingle with extensive
extractive works, including one adjacent to the
chemical works and apparently tar macadam was
produced. At the end of the road is a reminder of the
railway connection in a white painted coach body,
which appears to be an old SER 4- or 6-wheel carriage. Nearby ‘Tram Road’ suggested the locale of Colonel
Stephens’ Rye and Camber Tramway, however we were the wrong side of the Rother and this road name refers to
narrow gauge tramways used to transport shingle from the workings. The extensive shingle beaches, now a
nature reserve, were once a source of 'blue boulders'; flints with a blue or grey external appearance rather than
the iron stained yellow / brown more common for beach shingle. These were collected into piles, then loaded onto
small boats, floated off at high tide and moved to the harbour. Transferred to, initially sea going vessels, later
railway wagons, they were sent to the Potteries, where they were calcined and ground to provide silica for making
porcelain. Further uses of the shingle included the manufacture of concrete blocks, some shipped out for use in
harbour construction, including at nearby Dover.
There are also a number of sites of military history roundabout, from the Royal Military Canal and Martello Towers
of the Napoleonic era, Camber Castle (Tudor) and WW2 blockhouses and pill boxes. There are two pillboxes near
the mouth of the Rother of an unusual type, locally designed to mount Vickers medium machine guns on concrete
tables. What seems remarkable is the width of the embrasures, so wide it is possible to see right through the pill
box, there would normally be narrow embrasures and internal blast walls to prevent incoming projectiles causing
widespread damage and injury.
Notes
1. An artificial watercourse or aqueduct dug into the ground especially one supplying water to a watermill or its mill pond.
2. The east bound gradient is about 1 in 88 at this point.
3. http://ryeharbour.net/picture/number348.asp

BOOK REVIEW – READING: A HISTORY
Jo Alexander-Jones
Joan Dils, a local historian, president of the Berkshire Local History Association and a visiting
research fellow in history at the University of Reading has published a new book entitled
‘Reading: A History’. The text takes us from Reading’s beginnings in the fifth century to the
th
mid-20 century detailing the architectural, societal and human changes that have taken place.
From a BIAG perspective chapter eight onwards starts to bring focus to commercial and
industrial growth from the mid-1700s, but even earlier we see how the cloth trade, transport via
the Kennet and the merchant guilds influenced the town’s growth and its increasing importance
in the country.
This is highly-readable book, full of facts, which I would recommend to anyone interested in Reading, its heritage
and its growth.
Carnegie Publishing Ltd (23 Oct. 2019) ISBN-10: 1859362346
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BIAG TALK - A HISTORY OF PRINTING IN READING BY PAUL JOYCE
Edwin Trout
Paul, who has a background in printing, has been researching the subject as part of Reading Museum’s plan to
add information on printing to their existing programme. For us Paul concentrated on the firms that had survived a
good many years. He set the scene by describing how in the seventeenth century printing was licensed by the
Stationer’s Company and there were just 23 printers in London with a few others at the universities and working
for the church. By contrast, in the 1930s, Reading was second only to Watford for the number of printers per head
of population. He then focussed on Reading’s major printers with verbal and photographic support.
The Berkshire Mercury - In 1722 William Parks, formerly of Ludlow and Hereford, and David Kinear set up in
business with their first commission being tickets to a Mayor’s luncheon for 225 guests. In 1724 Parks sailed for
the American colonies leaving Kinear in sole charge. That year he founded the Reading Mercury & Weekly
Entertainer, a newspaper that was to last over 250 years. It was run for a while by William Eyres and John
Newbury, then from 1785 to 1914 it was in the ownership of Thomas Cowslade’s family. During this time it
conveyed a noticeably political slant. In 1874 the firm operated a Wharfdale press, then in 1875 invested in a
rotary press. By 1890 it was ‘leading the pack’ with linotype printing. Their premises were in Market Place, now a
grey concrete building across from the Soane monument. The company published another paper, the Berkshire
Chronicle (est.1770), moving to premises at 17-19 Valpy Street. In 1895 half-tone printing was introduced, and by
1898 this technique was being used to print the Reading Chronicle, as the Berkshire Chronicle was now called.
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Small 19 century printers - Early in the century there were lots of small, transient printing businesses. In the
1827 directory, for instance, R. Horniman was one of eight in the town. Ten years later, Reading’s directory was
published by Ingalls. Another business, Snare’s, was based in Minster Street and was notable for its exuberant
use of display type and its sometimes scurrilous handbills attacking Tory politicians. It closed down in 1849 with
an auction catalogue running to 200 pages. Soon after, in 1852, the printer W. Clayton was advertising. Other
names included Henry Wheeler of Mill Lane, a ‘steam and general printer’ and G.R. Smith, bookseller of 17 King’s
Road. George R Smith’s Abbey Printing Works, then of 42 King’s Road, was still in business in 1909.
George Lovejoy (1809-1883) - Lovejoy was apprenticed to Cowslade in the 1840s as a typesetter. He took work
as a bookseller and stationer, then ran a library and became a printer. In 1845 he and Cowslade designed an
innovative self-inking platen – one of several Reading firsts in printing.
113 Broad St - In 1859 Macauley’s Almanac was printed from premises at 113 Broad Street, since subsumed into
Heelas/ John Lewis. This site was later occupied by Poynder’s and represents the start of a printing tradition that
continues – with several moves and changes of name – to the present day.
Huntley Boorne & Stevens - Famous as makers of biscuit tins, they adapted the technique of offset lithography
from match makers Bryant & May in 1872 to printing on metal – a first for Reading. In 1910 it was said that HBS
had more printing stones than the rest of Reading all together. The tradition continued through to the Linpac
factory on Woodley aerodrome: HBS moved there in 1969-70, and finally closed in 2003-04.
Greenslade and Co (1886) - Greenslade’s was quite a big printer, with premises located on the land now occupied
by Apex Plaza, opposite Huntley & Palmer’s riverside garden described as Factory Bridge. The company
specialized in four-colour quality printing, but exited the market in the 1960s.
Petty & Sons’ - An advert from 1889 indicated this firm’s presence in Katesgrove, whereas an aerial photograph
taken later revealed the firm’s name painted in large white letters on the roof of a building in Valpy Street, not far
from Reading station.
Tom Morley - This enterprising businessman occupied the “electric printeries” at 38-40 King’s Road, and won
international awards for design. Certainly the examples selected by Paul indicate a flair for typography. It seems
that Morley had a flair for self-promotion too. A 1904 advert described him as ‘the advertising expert, the man at
the brain shop’.
Brooke Bond - In 1911 Brooke Bond was located opposite Reading Technical College. Having bought a brewery
and tea business, a requirement for printed packaging followed. Photographs of their lithographic presses
indicated state of the art printing equipment. During the lean years of the 1930s, the company moved to what is
now the business park off the Oxford Road and exhibited some ingenuity in its advertising, with playing cards
carrying details of the firm on the reverse and becoming the Berkshire Printing Co Ltd. This printing operation
diversified and even undertook official commissions for the government, including such sensitive work as
submarine code books.
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Cox & Wyman - In 1901 the long-established London firm of Cox & Wyman was struggling to meet demand. With
much of its work coming from the Great Western Railway (GWR), they relocated to Reading and occupied
extensive premises alongside the railway at Cardiff and Addison Road. Much of the heavy printing equipment was
transported by barge to Caversham Bridge. The company was one of the first to move into mechanised typesetting. Latterly the company was known for its book printing, but in its day it tackled work as varied as ladies’
dress patterns on tracing paper and decorative surface layers for bonding to linoleum. It continued to print for the
GWR, and Paul showed a couple of posters for excursions, including one for the Earley Steeplechase. In the
1930s Cox & Wyman maintained permanent forms for the GWR’s timetables, amending them by hand every six
months. When the CWS opened its printing works in 1933, the Co-op ballot forms required twice yearly printing,
so many of the printers alternated between two employers on seasonal work. When the firm lost the Penguin
contract not many years ago, it went out of business, left vulnerable by over reliance on a single client.
Poynder’s - Based for a while in Gun Street, Poynder’s was later absorbed by Langport Gilbert, formerly located
near Reading Football Club, and now based in Darwin Close, Whitley – so completing the link back to 113 Broad
Street first occupied by Macauley’s. In 1911 Poynder’s brought out its very own ‘Reading’ typeface, a sort of late
Art Nouveau in style. Poynder’s brother was an artist and the designs were prepared as woodcuts.
The Co-operative Wholesale Society (CWS) Printing Works - This was co-located in Elgar Road, near the Co-op
jam factory at the Berkeley Avenue railway sidings, and was set up in Reading for reasons similar to those of Cox
& Wyman. It was a big operation. The extensive building was on two storeys (with separate entrances for male
and female staff) and contained many staff facilities, such as bowls and a theatre club. It was, in Paul’s words, ‘a
phenomenal place’. Designed by the CWS architects in the Modern style, it had long ribbon windows for
maximum light and was decorated inside with green tiles and an Italian parquet floor. During the Second World
War the upper storey was occupied with medical supplies for the American army and the print shop was extended
behind. This large site is now car park. Paul concluded his comments on this – his first employer – by showing a
poster that had recently been photographed in a Salisbury shop window advertising a trip to the works. The poster
was dated c.1963. In the following discussion session it was clarified that the Co-op had closed when it failed to
adapt to a changing market, even if in the short term the Reading works had lost out to its counterpart in Glasgow.
A member of the audience claimed that half the staff at Wembley printers had worked for the Co-op at one time.
Reading Standard Printing Co / Evening Post - Based at what is now Great Expectations in London Street, the
Reading Standard was headed by Felix Pole until it was bought and closed by the newly launched Evening Post.
It owned some ‘beefy kit’, sufficient to produce 36,000 copies weekly, but Thomson, the Evening Post’s owner,
disposed of the press in favour of its own equipment of the latest design. The Post traded until its own closure
four years ago. The Standard’s commercial printing arm, Creative Press, was sold off too. It was headed by two
ex-Bradley’s men, who ran their Battle Farm Estate operation with a family atmosphere. The equipment was
second-hand, but refurbished and well maintained, and the firm specialised in short-run colour printing. It was a
‘brilliant’ firm, according to Paul, ‘the best thing that ever happened to me’.
Post-war printing - To illustrate the many small printers of Reading at this time, Paul showed a photograph of one
that survives, Valpee Printing, where a member of the audience explained he had served his apprenticeship. A
cluster of printers operated in Katesgrove. Not only was Petty’s there before it relocated to Valpy St, but so too
was Eastern Press, adjacent to a paper merchant. Bradley’s was a big name, located in Caxton Street near the
site of the Premier Inn at the bottom of Southampton Street. Nothing now remains.
Herald Graphics - A newcomer in the 1970s, this firm survives and, alongside Langport Gilbert, represents the
industry in Reading today.
Newspapers – There have been 34 different newspaper titles in Reading. One such was the Reading Herald with
a circulation of 11,000. Another was the Reading Observer of Blagrave Street, described as an organ of the
Liberal Party. This was regarded a ‘thoroughly high class newspaper’ and by the 1920s had a circulation of
12,000 copies. As with so many printers, the presence of the GWR in Reading from the 1840s expanded the
distribution and coverage of the newspapers, and influenced the location of several in Valpy and Blagrave Streets.
Paul ended in personal vein, emphasising how insistent several of the printing companies were on education and
qualifications. He illustrated this theme with his own City & Guilds certificates, earned at the Technical College in
the 1960s – one of which was signed by the distinguished printer, Vivian Ridler of Oxford.
For those interested in more information, the Poynder, Bradley and Parnell archives are held at Reading
University’s Department of Typography.
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MILES AIRCRAFT SITE – MORE DEMOLITION
Edwin Trout
Here are some photographs that I took in June 2019 of the
demolition of the factory buildings on the old Miles aircraft site
in Woodley, an area which is slowly disappearing under the
housing estates and aircraft-named roads of the area.

The Miles site was established in the 1930s when Mr Fred
Miles, who was already building aircraft at Shoreham, met
Charles Powis, a motor engineer from Reading, and set up the
business on the already operational Woodley Aerodrome.
Originally called Phillips & Powis Aircraft it was incorporated
with Miles Aircraft in 1941. Production of all Miles aircraft
ceased in 1948.

BIAG TALK – ENGINEERING OUR HERITAGE BY DAVID HUNTER
Jo Alexander-Jones
David, who is the Institute of Civil Engineering’s representative for the ‘South East – Thames Valley’ on their Panel
of Historical Engineering Works (PHEW), spoke to use about the heritage work of the Institute and how the PHEW
operates. The Panel identifies historical engineering works that are worthy of recording, promoting, and in some
cases, preserving for posterity, helps to organize groups of civil engineers in the regions who are interested in the
history of their profession, and publishes a quarterly newsletter, regional guides and leaflets on the subject. It also
work with the regions to commemorate structures and engineers by putting up plaques to bring these to public
attention.
There is a PHEW database held on the Institute of Civil Engineering’s
website that can be searched https://www.ice.org.uk/knowledge-andresources/historical-engineering-works. For example, Reading Bridge
is included and the site gives details of the designers, build and
opening dates and significant features. There is also a location map.
Many thanks to David for telling us more about where we can look for
information about our local engineering heritage and how the Institute
of Civil Engineering is supporting our IA heritage and spreading the
news about what engineers have done for our country.
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FORTHCOMING BIAG 2020 MEETINGS PROGRAMME
Given the current situation and official guidance regarding Covid-19 the Committee has agreed to cancel
all meetings still outstanding on the spring 2020 programme. The plan is to restart our programme in
September.
In the interim we will continue to share articles and news with the membership and keep the website updated, so
please continue to send in anything that you think would be of interest to Jo on newsletter@biag.org.uk or contact
her on 07980803050 - Nothing is too small and our membership has a wealth of experience and knowledge to
share which others would love to hear. Any pictures of IA sites around Berkshire would also be gratefully received
so that this section on the BIAG website can continue to grow; currently Jo’s photos are rather Reading focussed.
20 April
18 May
21 September
19 October
16 November
14 December

The Fascinating Story of the Filament Light Bulb
CANCELLED
Our Secret History: Industries in Katesgrove, Reading
CANCELLED
Save the date – Talk
Save the date – AGM and Talk
Save the date – Talk
Industrial Heritage Fun Night – Quizzes and Mince pies

John Holden
Evelyn Williams
TBD
TBD
TBD
BIAG Committee

FORTHCOMING EVENTS OF INTEREST FROM OTHER ORGANISATIONS
As with the BIAG programme it is likely that some of the events listed below will be cancelled – please check with
the relevant groups before seeking to attend











th

4 April
th
15 April
th
24 April
nd
2 May
th
17 May
th
20 May
th
27 May
th
6 June
th
24 June
th
20 August

– SWWERIAC – to be hosted in West Malvern
– The London & Croydon Canal and the London & Croydon Railway, GLIAS*
– AIA North Wales Slate – Practical Weekend
– SERIAC – to be hosted by GLIAS at Goldsmith College, New Cross, London
– Barn Engines and Horticultural Machinery hosted by Coombe Mill, Oxfordshire
– London & Western Railway Routes to the City and West End, GLIAS*
– London 1851 and the Great Exhibition hosted by the Hungerford Historical Association
– EERIAC – to be hosted in Cambridge
– London’s Disused Underground Stations at Maidenhead Archaeological & Historical Society
– AIA Annual Conference at Liverpool Hope University

* GLIAS (Greater London IA Society) lectures are held at 6.30pm in the Gallery, Alan Baxter Ltd, 75 Cowcross
Street, EC1M 6EL. The Gallery is through the archway and in the basement at the rear of the building.
Details of these meetings and other events of interest are published on our website – www.biag.org.uk
For general BIAG business, please contact the Secretary: Graham Smith on 01635 580356, at 114 Shaw
Road, Newbury, Berkshire, RG14 1HR or via email secretary@biag.org.uk

Submissions to BIAG News are welcome in any format; just contact Jo with any IA-themed articles, letters,
pictures, jokes, cartoons, cuttings from journals etc. on 07980803050 or via e-mail newsletter@biag.org.uk

March 2020

Printing and distribution: Bob Haskins
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